# Basic Classroom Vocabulary List

Items chosen for high frequency in basic classroom directions, activities and typical classroom storybooks.

## Food
1. Crackers
2. Cereal
3. Water
4. Goldfish
5. Pretzels
6. Apple
7. Banana
8. Orange
9. Milk
10. Cheese stick
11. Pudding
12. Raisins
13. Popcorn
14. Applesauce
15. Carrot

## Clothing
1. Shirt
2. Pants
3. Socks
4. Shoes
5. Gloves
6. Hat
7. Coat
8. Scarf
9. Underwear
10. Dress
11. Skirt
12. Flip flops
13. Hair bow
14. Swim suit
15. Pajamas

## Body Parts
1. Head
2. Arm
3. Stomach/tummy
4. Feet
5. Leg
6. Hand
7. Eye
8. Nose
9. Mouth
10. Ear
11. Shoulder
12. Elbow
13. Knee
14. Finger
15. Toe

## Animals
1. Cow
2. Snake
3. Cat
4. Dog
5. Dinosaur
6. Chicken
7. Fox
8. Horse
9. Bear
10. Tiger
11. Frog
12. Elephant
13. Zebra
14. Rabbit
15. Fish

## Transportation
1. Fire truck
2. Police car
3. Ambulance
4. Garbage truck
5. Airplane
6. Motorcycle
7. Excavator
8. Train
9. Truck
10. Boat
11. Bicycle
12. Bus
13. Car
14. Rocket
15. Wagon

## Classroom Objects
1. Light switch
2. Spot
3. Paper towel
4. Placemat
5. Chair
6. Table
7. Cup
8. Soap/hand sanitizer
9. Book
10. Trashcan

## Toys/Materials
1. Marker
2. Glue
3. Scissors
4. Block
5. Baby/doll
6. Rules
7. Schedule
8. Phone
9. Paintbrush
10. Paint
11. Crayon
12. Sticker
13. Dollhouse
14. Paper
15. Play-doh

## Outside
1. Sandbox
2. Slide
3. Swing
4. Playhouse
5. Monkey bars
6. Ball
7. Tricycle
8. Teeter-totter
9. Climber
10. Picnic table
11. Shovel
12. Bucket
13. Chalk
14. Hose

These are the vocabulary items on which your child’s classroom often focuses:

Look up some of these items on youtube.com and watch videos with your child about what they do, look like, sound like etc.

When you see any of the vocabulary items in books or around your home, point them out and talk about their features and uses.

Play I-spy or hide games with these

*** Items chosen for high frequency in basic classroom directions, activities and typical classroom storybooks.